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OPEN LETTER TO GOVERNOR CLEMENTS
Honorable EaaV Clements, Governor
Commonwealth of Kentucky
Frankfort, Ky.

Fr.
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TVA Gets Shot In Arm When
City Council Passes Ordinance

Dear Governor Clements:
For the first time in the history
All of us in Pulton County are fearfullydisappointed
The first step, in a series of many steps to bring TVA
of organized baseball in this city the
power to
Fulton, was taken on Monday night at the regular meeting
a t the outcome of House Bill 485, which you vetoed and
thousands of enthusiastic followers IC Service Club
of the City
Council when the members voted four to one to pass an ordinance
who are unable to make the road
that
which, in the sincere belief of hundreds of your constituents
would authorize the mayor to appoint a power board to open
games with the team will neverthe- Thanks Workers
negotiations with Kentucky Utilities to purchase their disribution system
here would have relieved a desperate situation in our local
less be able to enjoy-the games sIttWhen the judges selected the
here;
the plant to be subsequently used by the muncipality to distribute
ing right in the easy chair at home. float entered in the Army Day paTVA
school system. Many of your good friends here worked tuiThis treat will be accorded local rade by the Illinois Central Service
power to electrical consumers in the
-iously to seek passage of that bill in the eleventh hour of
patron; by Foad Homra, avid bate- Club as the best of the lot, they not
city. Don Hill. council mianber abball enthusiast. who with A. B. only rewarded a good looking float
stained from voting. These voting
the General Asstmbly• and' it was with a peat deal of pride
Robinson, general manager of radio but the diligent toil of several railfor the ordinance were Ward Johnand
satlfacti
station WENK announced today road men and women who put many
on that the bild
son who made the motion to pass
liushed through in' un-that all road games. of the- Fulton hours of tedious work intu the
the ordinance, Bill Browning who
precedented fashion.
Railroaders will be broadcast di- project.
seconed the motion, Grady Varden
en the other hand
rect from the f4eld to Fulton by reThis reviewer sat in the High and G. B. Butterworth. Voting awas with severe disappointment
Robert Howell, carman on the
mote control. School auditorium on Wednesday gainst the motion was Mansfield
repair track and H. P. Allen firethat we received the news that you had vetoed the 1111.
night and fon two hours marvelled Martin, who has steadfastly main"Broadcasting out-of-town base- man, built the caboose assisted by
.
We believe we can say without fear of contrarction
at the superior professional per- tained that the city is not financialball games has had a tremendous ef- Mrs. Robert Howell, Mrs. Max Mcformances of local men and women ly able to enter into the costly nefect on incl'easing attendance of the Knight and Mrs. Ivan Brady.
that the thousands of voters in western Kentucky* played
who participated in the annual gotiations to purchase the system
home games.' Mr. Robinson told the
Children who
"manned"
the
. from KU.
no small part in elevating y.'ou to the high office of GovLion's Club minstrel show.
News. He sited the case of Union mighty engine and caboose were:
Donnie McKnight, son of Mr. and
City whose attendance jumped from
The motion to pass the ordinance
With a capacity audience to add
ernoi: of Kenfucicy. Those 'us who voted for you have no
Mrs. Max McKnight; Johnny Boh
32,000 in 1946 to 63,000 in Ig47.
to the enthusiasm of the cast, col- authorizing the mayor to appoint a
regret that we did so, for ‘4,, elieve that your qualifications
The broadcast will be made direct Watts, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bob
lectively and individually they per- power board was previously tabled
from the field and will be handled Watts: Mike Taylor, son of Mr. and
formed in real high type minstrel at a meeting of the council on
vi.ere superior to any other caldidate in the race. The vote
by expert sports announcers from Mrs. Mike Taylor; Tommy Smith,
March 1.
fashion.
you
received
substanti
ates
son of Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Smith;
ourbelief.These and other facts
the Union City station.
Monday's quick passage of the
From start to finish it was a stelBobby
ordinance
Dalton,
lar
came as something of a
son of Mr. and Mrs,
production. The songs, the
The program will not be marred
make it doubly hard tea- us tr, realize that you reneged on
W.
Dalton;
surprise
J.
dances,
Bobby
to many who belived that
Hyland,
the
jokes,
son of
by commercials during lulls in the
which were wovyour promise to do whatever you could for the school situaen around local citizens, were all the issue would lie dormant for
game; the only announcement will Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Hyland and .
in the best tradition of the old style many months. Bearing largely on
be mzide at the beginning of the pro- Tommy Morrow. son of M . and
tion in Kentucky, and rnore pa 'cularly in Fulton County.
the decision of the councilmen to
minstrel show.
gram when a Federal Communica- Mrs. H. W. Morrow.
e
cannot
The
Service
IC
believe
that
Club
ya
used the school siutation
W1S
S tO
tions Commission ruling will be adIt would be difficult to single out pass the ordinance was an importherred to by saying "this program take this opportunity in the News'
any one performer as having given ant meeting of influential business
in our county- as a political football, to satisfy a_more powercomes to you through the courtesy to thank all of those who in anv 1
a better show than another. From men who, after meeting in private
ful
group . . . perhaps the Kentucky. Sheriff's Association,
way helped to build the float as well
Foad Homra."
the songs and dances by. Bradley session appeared before the CounEmersrm to the song and tap dance cil to appeal for passage of the
whose fee for collecting taxes in areas such as ours has been
No specific broadcasting time as the judges who saw it within
their
power
to
select
it
as
the
"best
by wee Sandra Lou Trissell the measure.
will be set on the games, rattier the
increased to four per eent.
At the meeting the Council also
show was a tremendous success.
games will he broadcast in their in the show."
A.ccompanying the .musical num- passed ordinances that would:
entirety regardless of the extra inWe're not sore heads. We're not hard losers. lf, in
THIEVES
ENTER'
1. Limit parking to ten minutes
bers was Mrs. Bradley Emerson.
ninps involved.
your estimation the situation here would not have been reJOYNER LIQUOR STORE
Too much credit cannot be given on Main street in front of the PostLong a civic-spirited citizen, Mr.
office
from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
Mrs. LaneHe 8rouse of Union City
lieved by enactment into law of House Bill 485, we believe
Homra has scow(' again in bringThe Joyner atiquor Store was en2. Prohibit parking on one side
who worked tirelessly with the
ing out-of-town baseball games to tered by thieVes Wednesday night 'it would be to your advantag
e to give a detailed explanation
cast and chorus for three weeks to of Mears and Olive street; cars are
the kwal fans, via his .-...ourtesy and and $25 cash was stolen, according
make the show the huge success that to park on the creek side of Mears
of your appraisal of the bill.
remote control.
to Fulton police.
and the east side of Olive,
it was.
The door glass was broken and
3. Make Second street a oneKnowing
as
vve
do the critical ramifications that rethe
night
lock
released,
it
was
Learn to say "No"; it will be
reway street between Carr and Lake,
of ported. No clues to the identity
sult when a school's foundation is at 'stake we" would not
F rields Chosen To
more use to you than to be able to
of
with traffic moving from Carr to
the person or persons have been
read Latin.—Spurgeon.
Lake.
have v.•anted a bill whose dislidvantages to other areas
Altend Evansville
established.
4. Install additional parking mewould far outweigh the advantages to Fulton County.
ters on the east side of Lake street
Deep Freeze hard
CIRCUIT COURT
and on both sides of Walnut street
If in your mature judgment this would have happened then
OPENS APRIL 12
Carey Frields, manager of the from the IC crossing
your friends here would more than appreciate an answer.
parts department of the Paul Nail- to Washington street. beside Lake
The April term of the Fulton
ling Implement CO., was among the
With every good wish for your continued success, we
Circuit court begins at Hickman on
lre than twenty service parts men
April 12, with Judge Elvis J. Stahr
retztain, it/.. the International Harvester Com-'Local AA Group to Attend
presiding and M. C. to•diaason../As
•
•
pany
who attended an all-day rebnference in St. Louis ,
special judge.
Cordially YOur fiiends, r
frigtration and milk-cooliag system
On the Fulton ordinary there are
Seve'ral '
Two B's will solve this riddle b.
seminar at Union City recently.
members of the Fulton
Paul
and_
Johanna
,
Westpheli
ng,
far; One a first name, the other three appearance cases and six apThe meeting was held at the Un- A. A. group iVill join others from
pearance equity'cases listed.
Editors andiPublishers
ion City Country Club where round Mayfield and Paducah in attending
a car.
, On the Hickman docket there are
table discussions and training per• the Central States Conference of
That's the new clue to Mr. FulThe Fulton county News.
iods were part of the busy pro- Alcoholics Anony.mous to be held
ton, little Phoebe will have you :.•ix appearance casis and eight appearance
equity
cases
in St. Louis April 24-25.
listed.
gram.
know and besides that . . . at the
•
POLICE FORCE ADDS WILLIAMS RECOVERING FROM
The two-day conference will conoverall dance sponsored by the IC
Mr. Frields was chosen froth aACCIDENT, OPERATION
SOUTH FULTON UNDERL. H. Williams, a veteran of
mong those present to visit the. sist of three meetings. and highService Club at Jack Foy's tonight TAKES
CREEK
CLEANU
lighted
P
by a banquet in honor of
World War II, has been appointed , Miss Mattie Virginia McClain, Evansville plant where the refrigthree names will be called to inMrs. Bill
The South Fulton Booster Club to the Fulton Police Department, daughter of Mr and Mrs. W. B. Mc- erators and deep freeze units are er of the Wilson, wife of the founddentify that myst-e-ri-o-us question.
organization, April 24 at
Chief McDade announced last week. Clain.
113 Central street. Fulton, 'built.
Who is Mr. Fulton? Be at the Ap- has undertaken to raise funds to
the Statler Hotel.
dredge the cast fork of Harris Fork, Williams. who is married and has -is reported to
I
be tn fair condition
ron and Overall Dance tonight and
'Creek, which flows through the a 5-year-old son, resides at 101 JackWise distrust and constant watchMrs. J. O. Hicks
in Dallas Texas following a recent fulness
maybe you'll see him.
city.
are the parents of safety.— with Mrs. Captola spent Sunday
son street.
Hutchens on
automobile aceident in that cite. Seeker.
F. State Line.

!LION'S MINSTREL
IS HUGE SUCCESS

Little
Phoebe

s

Fulton's Army Day is Great Success;Thousands Attend

'There may have. been longer and
prettier parades sometimes in the
past history of Western Kentucky.
but there has hardly been one that
was as gala and festive as the one
on Tuesday, April 6, when Fulton
celebrated Army Day with one of
the finest calendar of events eiv
prest nted here.
Ohl Sol, together with Mother Nature, cooked up one of the brightest
days of early spring, and with the
rays of sunshine teaming down in
delightful fashion in every little
nook and cranay of the countryside
the Army, Navy and Marines decked out in their finest raiment to

make Fulton's Army Day a great the YMBC platform
on Lake street
celebration.
the festivities began when Paul
It was truly an exhibition of Westpheling. News publisher
, welcommunity spfrit . . . there was comed the visitors and
hardly a man, woman or child in guests to the city and distinguished
told briefly of
the city who did not in some way America's peacetime
, Army and
participate in the events.
what it means to the world today.
It all started about eleven o'clock He then introduced
Colonel Tom
when the drone of airplanes was Elam, prominent lawyer
heard over the city. The number officer of Union City, and reserve
was slightly smaller than promised, "Broadly speaking. who said:
there are two
but just the same the droning was fundamentally, sound
reasons for
a weLcome sound to usher in the an occasion of this
nature.
bigger events of the day.
1. "It enables us to pay tribute
At approximately three in the to the men who and
the instituafternoon. with thousands of citi- tions which have defended,
protectzens and visitors standing around ed and maintaine
d this nation from

Concord to Okinawa, throughout
173 years of great and glorious existence.
2. "It enables us to survey the
lessons of the past. rucognize the
problems of the future, and adjust
our national program accordingly.
Of course. it goes without saying,
that in spite of the sentimental value of the first proposition, the latter is vastly more important,
"Let us be constant in our duty
to the republic and support and
maintain the integrity of our armed forces to the end that freedom
and democracy may always find a
haven in this troubled world; ever

remembering with your distinguish-` Sgt. R. E. Nicholson, who
with Sgt.
ed Henry Clay that "Every' act of A. M. Avalon deserve the
lion's
noble sacrifice to the country, ev- share of the credit for
Tuesday s
ery instance of patriotic devotion event, told of the essay
contest held
to her cause, has its beneficial in- in the county, schools in connectio
fluence; a nation's eharacter is the with Army Day arid presented n
to
sum of its splendid deeds; they con- Colonel Elam the names
stitute one common patrimony, the and girl who wrote the of the boy
best essays
nation's inheritance."
on "A Strong America is
Other distinguished guests of the ful America" thereby a Peacedeclaring
military on the reviewing stand them the regal rulers
of the
were Capt. Philip Stern, of Padu- long celebration. Writing the daybest
cah; and Col. Francis E. Kempf of letter samong the boys
Louisville who had addressed an Linton of Fulton who waswas Otha
crowned
Army Day luncheon in Paducah King Otha by Sgt. Nicholson
and
earlier.
Miss Carolyn Carter who wrote
Following Coloriel Elam's talk
(Continue on page eight)

-cotirtesy of the Paducah Sun:Democrat)

Throngs lined every street on the route of march as the mile-long parade
wended its way. Scenes show Lake Street as Cavalry Units i3assed, and the
VFW float.
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have on growth, maturity and yield
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
ie various crops? What influence
About
will low actixities of alpha, beta
R. Paul and Johanna-M. Westpheling
and gamma radiation have on seed
,
EDITORS and PUBLISHERS
germination? The eventual answers
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
could lead to some mighty big
changes in farming.
Fuloffice
at
at
the
post
28,
1933,
matter
June
class
as
second
Entered
ITO Charter
From Washington
ton, Ky., under the act of March 3, 1879.
A new United Nations agency was
born last week, one which should
OBITUARIES, Card of Thanki, Business Notices and Political Cards Long-Rarige Survey
exert far-reaching
influence on
charged at the rates specified by advertising department.
Members of the House Agricul- world trade. It is the International
ture Committee returned this week Trade Organization. The charter
Elsewhere
year.
Fulton
$2.00
a
of
Subscription rates radeits of 20 miles
from their latest
cross-country signed by members of nearly 60
$2.50 a year.
swing to sound out farmer senti- nations at Havana, Cuba, provides
ment
on
a
long-range
farm
program. a code for fair play in foreign trade.
There is . . . nothing that.,keeps the heart young like
They had to skip their scheduled
Signers agree to extend to each
sympathy, like giving oneself with enthusiasm to some
Fresno hearing, in order rto return other general most-favored-nation
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.
in time to vote* on the- Economic treatment and ,to undertake negotiaCooperation Act. _Here are the im- tions directed toward tariff reducpressions of some of -the congress- tion. Quantitative restrictions- on
--No Place For Eddie
men who went along:
imports and exports are basically
recently
told,
The Evening Banner, of Greenville, Texas,
Majority of farmers favor in- disallowed. However, there are imcreased conservation work, and portant
reservations.
Import
in an editorial, the sad story of Eddie, an inefficient and dis•
modernized price supports. Farmers quotas on farm produets may be
believe supports should be lower used to safeguard this nation's agcourteous clerk in a store. One day a customer noticed that
than 90 percent of parity, particu- ricultural price-support prograni.
Eddie -wasn't present and asked about him. "He's just not
larly on non-storable commodities. Export subsidies may be employed
anybody
"Got
proprietor
said.
the
more,"
such as potatoes. All agreed on one without prior approval of the or_working here any
thmg: the farmer should corifihue ganization. Tariff concessions mayin mind for the -vacancy?" the customer responded. "Nope,"
to receive price supports as long be withdrawn if they treatne seras other groups are supported—for ious injury to domestic"' producers.
said thc proprietor. "EdtV didn't leave no vacancy.instance, labor, with the minimum- these "escape clauses' are design'As the Banner added, -There's no place for the Eddies
wage program. All farmers ques- ad to protect, not only U. S. probecause the days of competition have returned aod customers
ticined shoWed high regard for the ducerS, but also undeveloped naExtension Service.
Considerable -',ons and countries now erperiencwant to be waited upon . . . they want to see clerks take an
rugged individualism was evident at jag balance-of-payment difficulties.
attentive
courteous,
thern
requests,
give
.
their
interest
the hearings. A few farmers figured It is clear that the ITO is only a
that the fellow who benefits from irst stim toward freer and expandservice and tidy to make them feel at home. That's just human
soil conservation should pay the -A world trade. ITO -does not begin
cost. while others favored more Fed- ictual. operations until its charter
nature."
eral aid.
's ratified by the U. S. and a majorDuring the war, many a store, from the big chains down
The committee now has about 15 ity of other signatory nations. Howbedisinterested
help,
to little shops, had to employ'poor and
volumes of hearing to plow through ever. a a majority have failed to
before tackling the job of writing a ap_prove within a-year,
. then it comes
cause nothing better could be had. But we're getting back to'
bill. One congressman told this into force whenever 29 countries
normal now, and, we're seeing again that retailing is a career,
writer: "It's a sure thjng that the ok it.
House will Produce an omnibus bill. Prices
that it calls for very special talents and mental attitudes and
but it's going to require a lot of
The price prophets are still at it.
thought,
and whether or not it'll be Some say the recent farm-price
that
anyone
can
do.
Many
capabilities, and that it isn't a job
done this session—well, you can drop was the start of deflatioti and
of the larger stores carry on highly devoloped training propay your money and take
your depression; others contend we're in
choice."
,
grams for their employes, and these are of service to small
'or an even wilder round of inflaAFBF is scheduled to testify April tion. Reliable government econorhstores as well, by raising the standards of retail service in
13 on the Aiken long-range bill.
sts still hold to a middle view, alMilk Indictment
general.
though cautiously and with reserOn May 5, a trial is due to take vations. Commerce Department ofThe customer is entitled to interested and intelligent
place which shAuld be carefully fol- ficials say: "the recent change have
lowed by all rnilk cooperatives, This 'aeen in the direction of better aservice, whether he's after a pound of hamburger or a comtrial, which might have important lignment." They declared the Februplete spring outfit, and retailing is giving it to him, That
repercussions on customary milk ary drop had comparatively slight
marketing practices, concerns the effect on business activity. Aesmall percentage of stores which takes no interest in this
alleged violation of the Sherman cording to the latest Bureau of Labbasic form of public relations won't be in business long. And,
Anti-Trust Act by a Washington,
Statistics index. prices levelled
D. C. co-op.
like Eddie. they'll leave no vacancy.
off by March 20 at one percent aA Federal indictment was filed ove the preceding week. However,
in Washington against the Mary- •he general price level is nearly
land-Virginia Milk Producers As- two percent lower than at the start
Machine Answer To Lewis
sociation, its manager, and seven )f the year. That can mean a big
Washington milk distributors, on "ent in a lot of farmers' pocket(From The Dallas Morning News)
March 8. For sometime, the coopera- books.
tive and the dealers operated und- Midget Surplus
Daisytown is the name of the little Pennsylvania mining
er a federal milk marketing order.
TreaSury coffers are bulging with
and prices to producers were ar- a record government budget surcommunity which may provide the answer to John L. Lewis
rived at under the provisions of the -lus of S6,000,000;000. It looks as
and his everlastin.g genius for trouble. Daisytown is the place
order. Prior to the order and since though, by June 30, the surplus
its termination, producer prices may grow S7,500,000,000 as predictwhere unpublicized experiment is made with a new contraphave been determined through bar- ari by the Administration. That's a
tion vaguely described as the "complete mining machine."
gaining procedure customary in co- lot of ciphers, and it could be used
operative milk marketing, not by for debt reduction, or military preAccording to carefully generalizLI accounts, this magovernment formula. Niw. the co- paredness, whichever way the wind
chine rumbles up to a coal mine "face" and bites off hunks
op is accused of monopoly practices olows. The "bedrock" figure now
and illegal price-fixing.
It's
a
of coal which pass through the machine and come out at the
highly significant case,i Since some
back end as cargo for a string of cars which take it on out
of the practice cOnclemned are common and lone-standing in cooperaof the mine in a continuous stream. There. is no blasting, no
tive milk marketing.
boring for the blast and no hand labor.
Atomic Fedtilizer
Possbile use of atomic fertilizers
The expert arew takesa the machine into a room, cleans
to influence crop crowth and mathat room out and moves on. Nobody has said a word about
turity may sound like a Buck Rogers fantasy. but it has the serious
the number of miners who are put out of a job. But since
attention of Vac Department of Agthe number of miners actually working on a given day is
riculture. Offi:ials announde that
a research projeet on this subject
pr:etty low, anyhow, and since youngsters in the mining
is starting immediately. The longcommunity tend to find another trade, perhaps it is just as
term study, undertaken by the Department
in cooperation with sevwell that progress should take its normal course.
eral experiment stations and the
Atomic Energy Cemmission, will
It would be wonderful if coal mining should be convertattempt to reveal the direct influed into a trade that calls for brains instead of backs. When
ence on crops of radioactive materials used in fertilizer. Hitherto, isothat happens, of course, John Lewis will be out of a job.
topes have only been used as tracThis 'is not to say that Mr. Lewis is stouter in his back than
ers. to help determine !acts about
growth and development of plants,
in his brains. As a matter of fact, Mr. Lewis is an extremely
animals and insects. Officials cauclever man. But when the Daisytown experiment demontion that results frorn the study
may be many years in coming. They
. strates the success of the new machine, miners will be mehope, however, that it may answer
chanics and safety experts who will be so intelligent that
several 64-dollar questions about
the possibilities of atomic fertilizer.
they won't need any John Lewis as their czar and pied
For instanae: What effect will adpiper.
ditions of radioactive materials
When intelligence comes to the miners, peace will have
a chance. The country will say goodby to Mr. Lewis without
regret.

Farming
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being considered in Administration
Mrs. Frank Cequin, Sr., and son,
circles for military preparedness in Frank, jr., of Huntingdon, Tenn ,
1948-49 is. $13.000,000,000.
spent Sunday with Mr. Ceqpin and
other relatives in Fulton.

PERSONALS

MiSs Amaline Homra has retuitted from a visit with her sister, Miss
Kathrine Homra

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Andrews
and Miss Bai bara Roberts spent
Little Miss Reta Keiser, who has
Monday in Memphis.
been ill of chicken pox is doing fine
at her home on Norman street.
Jack Mom e, a student of Bowling
Green College spent the weekend
Mrs. Maxwell McDade, Mrs. Laurwith relatixos.
ence Holland and Mrs. Harold Owen spcnt Monday morning in MayMrs. Oakley Brown has returned
field,
to her home in Louisville, after a
visit with her mother,Mrs, J. B. CeE. D. Frields, Earl Mitchell a oLi
quin and other relatives.
son, Don of Palucah and Mr. and
Mrs.
Doyle Frields and little daughMrs. Lonnie Roper and little son
left Monday for Memphis to visit ter, Karen, were weekend guests
her mother, Mrs. Dalton McWher- of Mr. and Mrs. Carey Frields on
ter.
Walnut street.
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Hoover, Clementine and Thirty-Thirty is the key to the quiz
. . but the QUICK SERVICE LAUNDERALL is the key to
laundry satisfaction. Let us help you make washday a pleasure
with our Launderall 'machines. -

QUICK SERVICE
LAUNDERALL
- 156 WEST STATE L1NE•FULTON,KY.

LASTING PROTECTION
Against undercar RUST

An Open Door
to
Health and Peace

I. EASY TO PLANT. Uniformly graded
kemels drop evenly, save time and fuss.
2. GERMINATES VIGOROUSLY. Grows
fast, produces good stands, gives more ear
producing stalks.
3. YIELDS EXTRA BUSHELS. Bred for
high yields, brings extra dollars per acre.
4. WIDE SELECTION OF HYBRIDS.
Early, medium, and late varieties especially
adapted for your particular soil.
CALL OR SEE

FULTON HATCHERY
State Line St.

'aro

Phone 483

Fulton

Mrs, J. B. Cequin, who has been
a paticnt in Air
.
F;ulton Hospital ,.
Gcre, a ttudent of William
ek,s has been moVed!and Mary Colleg, Williamsburg, Va.;
for Iter-gral we.
to 'the home of her daughter, Mrs. I spent his spring vacation in FulC. A. Stephens.
I ton.

Writings that reveal the actual
Science of Christianity, and
thereby have meant the difference between sickness and
health,failure and success, unrest and rich satisfaction for
thousands. are available for
you et-the nearest Christian
Science Reading Room.
Here the Bible and th•
Christian Science textbook,
"Science and Health with Key
to the Scripturee" by Mary
Baker Eddy—containing the
complete explanation of
Christian Science—aa well as
other Christian Science literature, may be read, borrowed,
or purchased.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
READING ROOM
211 Carr St. Fulton
HOURS: 2-4 p. m.
WED. THUR. FRL SAT.
Visitors Welcome,
Information concerning free
public lectures, church sert zees,
and other Christian Science activities also available.

eatrsssesawssii

COVERS BOLTS,
NUTS, CRACKS;
ALL
UNDERNEATH PARTS

NO MORE
SQUEAKS
RATTLES
CORROSION.
ROAD NOISE
RUST

"WITCOTE" UNDERCAR PROTECTION is a new RUBBER compound
that is sprayed on all parts underneath your car . . . fenders, gas tank, etc.
It is pliable and remains RESILIENT, cushioning parts against the impact
from stones, rocks, shocks, noise, dust and moisture. It is guaranteed proWITCOTE
IS
SPRAYED
ON
IT COVERS!

tection against ROAD CHEMICALS, SALT
SPRAY and it will stand extremes in the

the%

weather and temperature.
LET US APPLY WITCOTE PROTECTION
TO -YOUR CAR it is sprayed on in our own
shop, and it dries quickly. MAKE AN APPOINTMENT . . . NOW!

BOB WHITE MOTOR Co.
4th Street
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AN ORDINANCE OF TIIE
Section 3. Vehicles operated on charge of Ferrin and Riggs. It should , the
The Jolley Workers Club postCOLORED NEWS
same a last reported. He sits
CITY
OF
poned their meeting due to the
FULTON KEN- that part or portion of Second have read Bowlin and Riggs, Dres- up some,
(Left over from last week)
but remains a helpless, and
Street,
TUCKY,
Rose.
death of Mrs.
as set forth in Section I, den undertakers.
REGULATING PARKwith
the good care of his relatives
has
been reported that Rev,
It
ING ON CERTAIN STREETS may only move or be operated in a
Rev. A. E. Mitchell WIIS called to
Clifton Gouldan left for
Key
,Mr.
Gaines and Rev. Hutchinson's an- Unity, Ill to conduct a funeral.
Houston McGuire, ne
and
Mrs.
THEREIN;
AUTHORIZING southeasterly direction, and no ve- West, la., Saturday afternoon after rests quite comfortably.
niversaries were every successful.
hicle shall be permitted to enter attending the funeral and
REMOVAL
The Mission Circle met Monday
OE
VEHICLES
burial of
Bell's Chapel ushers are cele- with Mrs. Lillian .Jiieckson.
Leander Nelson is in Detroit for
PARKED IN RESTRICTIVE such street from Lake Street.
I
his brother, Dan Gouldan.
brating their anniversary with servla visit with his son, Lopy Nelson
AREAS, PROVIDING PENALFuneral serviees for Mrs. DorSection 4. Any person, IirirCor
Uncle J. Vincent remains about land Mrs. Nelson.
ices, each nite this week.
TIES FOR BREACH, AND EF- corporation owning and,or operatothy Rose were held at F. B. church
Rev. Mitchell his choir and con- Wednesday, with Rev. Mitchell and
ing a vehicle driven or being operatFECTIVE DATE.
gregation worshipped with them on Rev. Stricklon officiating.
Be it ordained _by the Board of ed along the said street, as set
Monday night, Ministers to follow
Council
of the City of Fulton, Ken- forth. in Section 2, exewpt as proRev. Mitchell is observing his
are: Hutchinson, Gaines, Laurence fith anniversary Sunday April 11 tucky, as follows, to-wit:
vided -in Swtion 3, shall br guilty
and Cole, Teal and Simms. Every- at F. B chorch. Your presence is
Section 1. As used in this or-'of a misdemeanor, and upon conone is invited to attend these serv- reque steel.
dinance, unless the context indicatesIviction'shall be 'fined not less than
ices that are being held at Bell's
otherwise, the words
I $1.00 or more than $10.60.
Chapel through Sunday April 4t'n.
vehicle shall mean any means of
Section 5. If any sentence par--April.--11th_ Rev. Mitchell will - Mrs. Radford -Chambers and dau- conveyance other than those operat- agraph,-part -or •seetion hereof:
is inhave his anniversary and all min- ghter Faylynn have returned home ed upon fixed rails.
valid. such invalidity shall not efisters with their congregations are from
parking shall mean stopping a feet the remaining portions of this
Hospital. Both mother
expected to worship at Free Baptist and baby doing nicely.
vehicle and remaining motionless ordinance.
Church at 3 p. m. with him.
Section 6. All ordinances or parts li
Mrs. H. F. McGinnis of Charles- for more than one minute,
officer shall mean any regular of ordinances In conflict herewith
GET OUR HIGH-QUALITY SEEDS
Mr. Strong of Paducah, a fam- ton, S. C., Mrs. David Willingham
or temporacy police officer of the are as to such conflict hereby exous musician who played abroad of Speed, Ind., Mrs. Elwin
Philpot
CLOVERS
...
pressly repealed.
during World War II, was a guest of Jackson, Tenn., and Everette City of Fulton.
Section 7. This ordinance shall
Section2.
No vehicle shall be
at the C.M.E. parsonage Sunday
Dutch, Ladino, Red, Alsike,
White,
Norman and children, Sally Jane parked in the following areas, zones be in full force and effect on and
night April 28th.
Jimmy of Akron, Ohio, are at- or parts of streets in said city, to- after its passage. approval and pubj
and
Sweet
and
Rev. Julian D. Hale of Madison- tending the
bedside of their moth- wit: the south side of Mears strget; lication as reouired by law.
ville, was guest at the parsonageer, Mrs. Jim -Norman, who is ser- the east side of Olive Street.
GRASSES ...
(Signed) T. T. BOAZ.
Tuesday morning.
iously ill in the Fulton Hospital.
Section 3. Any person, firm, or
y
Free Baptist Church News
Bluegrass, Red Top, Timothy, Rye,
operat-.Attest:
MARTHA
corporation
SMITH,
andlor
owning
Jacksonville- was blessed with
Abe Thompson of Paducah spent ing a vehicle parked in the area or I
City Clerk
and Kentucky Fescue
Orchard
a nice congregation Sunday morn- the week -end
ing, Rev. A. E. Mitchell's text was and Mrs. John with his parents, Mr. znne. as set forth in Section 2 here- i Passed: 4-5-48
Thompson and Mrs. of, shall be guilty of a misdemean- FALFALFA
found in the 16th chapter of St.
Ida Pegram.
or, and upon conviction • shall be
AN ORDINANCE OF
TIll
Mark, 6 verse.
CYCLONE AND HORN SEED SOWERS
fined not less than $1.00 nr more
CITY
OF FULTON, HENthan $10.00 and each hour such ve •
TUCKY, AMENDING AN ORhicle is parked,-in such area shall
DINANCE ENACTED JULY 7.
Listen to our program over W.E.N.K..
be considered a separate offense.
1947, RECORDED IN ORDINSection 4. When any vehicle•is
Monday Thru Friday, 6:30 p. m.
ANCE BOOK 7, PAGE 207,
parked in the area or zone, as set
AND AS AMENDED BY ORWe are sincerely interested in
DETAILS OF OUR BIG CONTEST!
FOR
forth in Section 2 above. and upon
DINANCE DATED FEBRUAR1
discovery thereof by any officer of
21, 1948, AND RECORDED IN
Prying well and economically.
said city. such office,r may move
ORDINANCE BOOK 7, PAGE
Just Received:
such vehicle,or have such moved by
207.
any reasonable means to some other
BE IT ORDAINED by the Board
ROOFING
ALUMINUM
plaec where parking is permitted, of Council of the eity of Fulton,
and when so moved such officer ;Kentucky, as forloWs to-wit:
FERTILIZER, BARBED WIRE, PHOSPHATE
shall report as soon as practicable
Section 1. That an ordinance of
such action to police headquarters,'the City of Fulton, Kentucky, enand the charges incurred by reason acted July 7, 1947, found in Ordinof such removal shall be added to ance Book 7, page 207. and as aany fine and or cost which may be mended February 21, 1948, by orFUNERAL HOME
assessed.
dinance recorded in Ordinance
Martin, Tenn.
Section 5. Any officer moying Book 7, page 207. be and is hereby
Phone 390
any vehicle. as set forth M Section amended by striking from Section
Phone 202-J
East State Line, Fulton
4 above. shall not be responsible 2 thereof, as amended. the follow- 4‘...
.
1 - • -4C
>)
for damages to such vehicle except ing words: "except the South side
'thereof.
from State Line to Church
for gros, negligence in such removal
and or parking. or for the failurejStreet, and from Walnut Street to
to exercise slight care in so remov- Fourth Street Extension.' so that
Section 2, as amended and re-enacting andear parking.
Section 6. If any clause, section, ed, shall read as follow's to wit:
part or paragraph hereof Is invalid, "Section 2.
That the following
such invalidity shall not affect the described streets in the City of
remaining portions of this ordin- Fulton, Kentucky, are hereby designated and established as parkance.
.Section 7. All ordinances or parts ing meter zones, to wit: Lake Street:
ordinanch in conflict herewith the v.-est side of Church Street;
are. as to such conflict, hereby ex- Main Street from the Illinois Central Railroad crossing and Church
pressly repealkl.
Seetion 8. This ordinance shall he Street :to the west line of Mulberin- full'Torre -and effect on and after ry Street, and the north side there-i
its passage. approval and publica- or from the east line' of Mulberry
Street to the v.:est line of the posttion as require(' by law.
(Signed) T. T. BOAZ office property; Commercial Avenue from Lake Street to the south
Ma3:or
cists devote their entire tirne
side of the bridge thereon
Attest: Martha Smith,
which
to the specialized tasks for
(Tosses Harris Fork Creek. A sufCity
Clerk
which they are trained.
•This is a Drug store-with
fleient space is also excepted on all
Moreover, we assure you
the accent where we think it
of the above streets for the use of
AN ORDINANCE
fresh. potent drugs. and
properly belongs. Our
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE fire hydrants, alleys, driveways and
uniformly fair prices. Nextspecialty is the precise
"BOARD OF COUNCIL OF THE bus stops.
time, be sure to come
compounding of prescripCITY OF FUL'FON, KENTUCKY:
Section 2. All ordinances or parts
here to "Prescription Bead.
tions. Here, skilled, experiUnless the context indicates oth- of ordinan.ces in conflict herewith
known.
are
we
as
quarters,"
Pharmaerwise the following, words shall are as to such conflict hereby exenced Registered
mean as follows:
pressly repealed,
"Vehicle" means any device by
Section 3. If any sentence, secv,-hich any person or property may tion. part. or paragraph hereof is
be transported upon a highway, ex- invalid, such invalidity shall not
cept those operated upon stationary affect the remaining portions of this
C. H. McDaniel. Phar.; Owner
rails or tracks.
.
ordinance.
408 Lake
Phones 70, 428
"Person" as used herein shall inSection 4. This ordinance shall
- Thorough and regular cleaning of school clothes
clude individuals, firms or corpora- be in full force and effect on and
tions.
after its passage, approval and pubsaves wear and needless expense. Send them to
Section 1. That portion of the lication as required by law.
north side of Main Street from the
s.
us. Our methods and quipment are modern and
(Signed) T. T. BOAZ,
west line of the intersection of
Mayor
up-to-date . . . yet our prices are moderate. Call
Main and Washington Streets to Attest: MARTHA SMITH
the west line of•the postoffice propCity Clerk
14 for safe, expert cleaning service, today.
erty is hereby designated as a 10 Passed 4-5-48
minute parkinv, zone. Vehicles parked in this zone shall not remain
AUSTIN SPRINGS
therein for' a .longer period than 10
Mrs. Carey Frields
minutes. 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Little Freddie Ray McCoy was
Section 2. The owner and operator of the vehicle shall be jointly stricken with pneumonia a few
responsible for any violation of this days ago and was admitted to the
Haws Hospital.
ordinance. .
B. L. Doran reached home SunSection 3. Any person violating
this ordinance shall, upon confes- day from Excelsior Springs, Mo.,
sion, be fined not exceeding $10.00 where he has been a patient at
Ball Clinic for the past four weeks.
and not less than $1.00.
Mrs. Grant Bynum is improving
Section 4. All ordinances or parts
and
is able to sit up a small porof ordinances in conflict herewith
are as to such conflict hereby re- tion of time at Haws Clinic.
I wish to correct a mistake in my
pealed,
Section 5. This ordinance shall last week's write-up in stating that
be in full force and effect on and the body of Dan Gouldan was in
after its passage, approval and publication as required by law.
- Passed by the Council of the City
to
of Fulton. Kentucky, this 5th day
WE MAKE
of April. 1948. Approved: Mayor T. T. BOAZ
YOUR OLD
Attest: MARTHA SMITH,
City Clerk
RADIO
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Now Is The Time To Sow
- Your Spring Pasture

or

W. W. Jones

& Son I

A.C.Butts& Sons

No Jeeps.
Birdcages,
or Bologna
Sausage

CITY DRUG CO.

BACK TO SCHOOL,
CLEANING AND SHINING

Light Wines

PARISIAN
Laundry 'Se Cleaners

and Gins

y.

t

MYRICKS LIQUORS

-

Depot Street

SAVE GAS!
Bad spark plugs cause %caste to one gallon of gas in ten. And
they cause hard starting and waste engine power. Cleaning
and adjusting your plugs every 5,000 miles is cheaper than
gasoline.
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

r
POLSG11011

Service
so Station

MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

FULTON, HY.

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY
OF
FULTON, KENTUCKY,
REGULATING TRAFFIC, FIXING PENALTIES AND EFFECTIVE DATE.
BE IT ORDAINED'hy the Board
of Council of the City of Fulton,
Kentucky, to-wit:
Section 1. As used In this ordinance, unless the context indicates otherwise, the words
vehicle shall mean any means of
conveyance other than those operated upon fixed rails.
Section 2. Second Street in sue.h
city, from Lake Street to Carr
Street, is hereby designated as a
one-way street for vehicular traffic.

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

SING LIKE
NEW !

At The
First Sign
of Trouble

a
For greater. listening enpoyment,
keep up the ton eand reception
of your raclio. Let our experts
make the small repairs now that
will save you money later. The
low cost of our excellent work
will delght you. Call us now for
skilled radio repairs.

Watches
Clocks
and
Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by-

CITY
Electric Co.

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

205 Commercial Ave.

HOW MANY WAYS DO YOU
USE MILK IN A DAY!
When you think of the many uses milk has in your
family every day-you will want to be sure it's
GOOD MILK. You rely on it for the children, for
drinking, for cooking-it's a real food necessity.
Be sure your milk is rich and pure. FULTON PURE

mruc. COMPANY delivers to your store or to your
door.
Telephone 8134 for delivery

Fulton Pure Milk Co.

I
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No Caption

The Woman's Page

Take A Peek

Mrs. Horton Baird H6stess Woman.Club Has General
To Thurs. Luncheon Club Meeting Friday Afternoon

The Drama and Literature DeMrs. Horton Baird -kas hostess to partment was hostess to the General
the Thursday luncheon club. A ,;-- meeting of the Wiam4ri's Club Frilectable luncheon was served at the day April 2 at the club home. The
Coffee Shop.
hostesses for the afternoon were
Following the luncheon the group Mesdames Paul Boyd, L. N. Gifthe
in
home
Baird's
Mrs.
to
went
ford, Rupert Stilley, Clifford Shields
Highlands where games of contract John T. Price, Don Hill, Robert
were enjoyed. During the games Graham, .13un Copeland and J. F.
coca-colas were served.
.-kreh Huddleston, Jr.,
Gibson.
the register. Pages were
After several' progessins Mrs. presided
awarded
Mrs. A. B. Roberts and Mrs. Buren
Lawrence Holland was
high club prize and Mrs. Harry Bus- Rogers.
Mrs. M. W: Haws, presiding, callhart received guest high.
Guests to the club were Mrs. By- !ed upon the entire executive board
deron Blagg, Mrs. Bob White, and to read the club collection as a
votional prayer. Mrs. Haws, assistMrs. Harry Bushart.
Mrs. Robert Burrow, recordMembers playing were Alesdames ed by
secretary also conducted the
Holland. Arch Huddleston, Jr., Les- ; ing
This is 'Marilyn Maxwell. She's
business session.
lie Weaks, Vernon Owens, Glenn ; Mrs. Joe Page of Barlow, State
5'-tr. Weighs 126 pounds. Has
Bushart, Frank Beadles, Bill Browntreasures and also nominee for
hazel eyes and brown hair. Appears
'ing and Maxwell AleDade.
State president, was the guest
in RK0 Radio's "Race Street" in
speaker.
which she co-stars with George
L
To
the
of
Hostess
installa,tion
Mrs. Beadles
, pre.ceding the
Haft and William Bendix. And,
r
Gifford,
N.
L.
Mrs.
president,
;
new
oh yes, she sings, tool
Christian Church Guild
Mrs. Haws expressed her apprecia- The Guild of the First Christian tion for the cooperation which was
church met at the home of Mrs.'shown her while she was presi- Funeral Services Held In
Frank Beadles Monday evening dent.
talk. Hickman For Mrs. Jackson
with 14 members and three visitors ' Mrs. Gifford made a brief
said she would cooperate in
Mrs. Pete Roberts, Mrs. Al J. Ow- ,She
Funeral services were }veld April
betterway she could for the
en and Mrs. Steve Willey, present. every of the club.
1 for Mrs. Ola Alai Jackson at her
ment
was
supper
barbecue
lovely
A
W. L. Durbin, chairman of home in Hickman where she died
served buffet style from the din- ' Mrs.
Drama and Literature Depart- of a heart attack March 30. Services
acrystal the
ing table centered with
mrt presented Mrs Louis Weaks were conducted by Rev. O. C.
bowl of jonquils on a mirrored w o presented the program for the Markham, Baptist church minister,
plague and v.iiite candles in .cry- afternoon. Miss Shirley Houston, and burial was in the Hickman
stal holders on either side.
saprano, sang "The Open Secret" cemetery.
Mrs, Jackson was born in Fulton
- Following the supper the regular ; accompanied by Mrs. Haws.i A one• v..as the
1
by
conducted
business session was
act play "The Previous Question" February 28, 1900. She
Emma
the president, Mrs. Norris Dame.
by L. Lowry was presented. Mem- daughter of Samuel and
Roberthon Mann.
. During the session plans were I bers of the cast were Mesdames :Mrs. Jackson is survived by her
Made for a cake and pie sale to be W. L. Durbin, M. T. Callihhm,
Hall, Russ Anderson. R. C.,Joyger, husband,. Elmo Jackson; her mothheld April 17.
Leon HUtchens, er, Mrs. Emma Mann; four daughAfter the buainess session a Bible C. H. McDaniel.
ters, MrS. Earl Luther; of Nashvill-,
Cavender.
quiz was held. The meeting adjourn- and Grace
During the socialhour the host-. Tenn., Mrs. Paul Isbell oalickman,
ed 14 rneet in May with Mrs. Nor'on City
Pat O'Connor of
Mrs.
esses served punch and tea dainties
ris Dame.
from a beautiful appointed tea table. and Mrs. James Alexander of Cayce:
one son. three brothers, J. A. Mann
of. Fulton, and
and S. A. Mann
S. J. Mann of El Paso, Texas; two
sisters, Mrs, Robert E. Browder of
Fulton and Mrs. John H. Jones of
Detroit. Mich. Four grandchildren
also survive.

AFTER EASTER

SALE

HELLO WORLD

SPRING DRESSES
COATS, HATS, SUITS
Substantial Reductions! Come
Early For Best Selection!

Clarice Shop
Phone 265

11.11. 14,1

01.••• ••TULL OF I
4m N.A.nck
11•0•0••••• Ma, U
114.•••set.1
AI
••• manal
%WY.tonods.
P.1.14 A•14
•Vemo wah..

If anyone elee had those binoculars,
they would be looking at Merle
Oberon. She's better to See than
the sea. The Celd glasses are a
memento of her recent trip to
Germany where she was on location for RK0 Radio's "Berlin
Express," in which slie co-stara
with Robert Ryan,Charles Korvin
and Paul Lukas.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul NanneY, Chestnut Glade, announce the birth of
an eight pound 11 ounce daughter
Linda Kay, born April 5 at the,
Fulton Hospital.

IIENTUCKY MA'

f•e kali"
Mau- morki

146°
"44
•
A
IOTTLED AMA AUTWOrTY Of TI41 COCA-COIA COMPANY AY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.,

Town Topics

0194., Ylk•

Como•Cals Craven,

Dr. Robert Bard has returned
from Louisville where he attended
a Dental Convention.
V•'alter Lester of Arlington. Ky..
is the guest of his daughter. Mrs.
Lewis Bizzell and family on Walnut street.

1°1-1
presents

MI

Mrs. Byron Blagg and little son.
Byron, Jr.. are visiting her mother. Mrs. R. H.: Wade.

FIRST IN SOUTHWEST KENTUCKY!

Jerry Noffel is ill at the home ef
his parents, Mr. and Miss Alex Noffel.
Mrs. Henty Ambergi and Miss
Frances Amberg of }Berkman, spent
Sunday with the formers daughter,
Mrs. Glenn Bushart and family.
,Mr. and Mrs. Carl Kmg. Mr. and
Mrs. J. D. King. Missei Mozell and
Carol King visited Mr and Mrs.
Brown Thacker in Dexter. Mo., and
other points in Mo. Sunday.
-

CANDIES UNDER
WE NOW KEEP OCR

REFRIGERATION

\•

I 11 -;0
Refrigerated
Candy Guarantees

\'.

••• We are pleased to announce the addition of
Southwest Kentucky's first REFRIGERAT'44 ED CANDY CASE . . . to keep our stocks of

Whitman's and Hollingsworth

-Fresh
You Factory
„„
Looks!
Flavor and

fine candies always FRESH and tasty for
you. BUY FROM US WI'TH CONFIDENCE
in the hot summer months ahead
refrigeration is your guarantee of satisfaction with every box!

We're always. here
To serve your, need
A friendly loan
Is yours with speed
Bite Dokia.A.
Phone or come in if
you need cash for
ANY purpose.
tiP TO 20 MONTHS TO REPAY

Costume Contrast
A two-piece Butcher linen
nit, delightfully trimmed in checked
Gingham, cut with the smartest
Of linos. It ccmes in red, oquo, grey,

cocoo or Greek Sizes 10 to 18.

CITY DRUG CO.
C. H. MCDANIEL, Phar; Oaner
Phones 70, 428

408 Lake St.

Mit DELIVER

Miss Li-tane
I fall a
lived a ;pret
think that I
go about eh

CHICKS f

Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Clark and
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Anderson
Route I announce the birth of air daughter. Glenda. are visiting their
eight pound girl. Mary Elizabeth. parents in Illinois.
born April 4 at Haws Hospital.
Rov Fields spent Sundae with
Mr. and Mrs_Gralaarn Wright of his brother. Guy and Mrs. Fields in
Union City are the patents of an Jackson, Tenn.
eight pound six ounce son, Douglas
Mrs. Jim King of Bokvling Green
Graham, born April 5 at Jones
Hospital. Mrs. Wright is the former is the guest of Mrs. R.;H. Wade on
Carr street
Marilyn Harpole of Fulton.

STARTS TODAY AT THE

PAH

My Dear H.
I have MI
very close.
spection tha
much intere
very odd
Jykl ,and
yourself wo
there's this
taking you
gest you g(
choice. It d,
ents which
leads to the
good Chrisi
with the pai
ubles to hir
you. Be sut
what happe
were young,

Ale and Mrs. Boone Guild are
the parents of an eight pound 14 • Mr. and Mrs. Rov Pickering of
ounce daughter born April 2 at Memphis spent Sunciay with mother. Mrs. R. E. Pickering on Eddings
Jones Hospital.
Street.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Holdon, Wing°.
Mrs. James NIcDade and children
announce the birth of seven pound
12 ounce girl April 1 at Fulton of Birmingham. Ala.. are spending
the weekend ,with her parents. Mr.
Hospital.
and Mrs. C. J. Bowers and other
Mr. and Mrs. Edwards_Route I, relatives.
Fulton; announce the birth of an
Joe- McKinney of Memphis spent
eight pound daughter. Mary Elizabeth, horn April 4 at Haws _Memor- Tuesday night with Mr. and Mr3.
H. H. Bugg at _their home on Cedar
ial Hospital.
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Wiles. Troy,
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Cox spent
Tenn.. are the parents of a five
pound two ounce son born April Sunday in Humboldt. Tenn., with
friends.
4 at the Fulton Hospital.

OF ALL

300 Main

I Heart

SERVING COCA-COLA
SERVES HOSPITALITY

PHONE 926

ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

Fri&

ItteA4tate
LOAN CORPORATION
222 LAKE ST.
'Phone 1253
Fulton

12.95

1-108WA
312 Lake St.
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omeone about`this trouble you will'
4-H Gals Keep Up "New
find it will be easier for you to do
right. The main thing is to prove
Look:" Make Own Dresses
to yourself that you are on the right
by
What is the average 9-H Club
i oad and are going to do right, then
in a small &yip or,on a farm
the public will notice that you.are.
They can tell, you wont have to do
doing to acquire the "ae..v look"
,anything to change their minds, for
in clothes?
By Alice Clark
if you start living a good life they
Miss
tane;
1 She is making her own clothes
I Lail a girl 23 years old and have notice that you are going to live
' according to latest fashion trends,
lived a=pretty wild life. Now people • this good life. You yourself will be
Mrs. NI. M. Matlock who is in and seeing to it that every outfit is
think that I'm no good. How can sl convinced that you will. However,
becOming to her type and expresyou must start at once -but don't Barnes Hospital at St. Louis re- sive of her personalty. She is acgo about changing their minds?
you will get on the mains the same.
tear
tor
worry
H. G.
We are glad tb _hear that Mrs. quiring the knowledge and skills
wrong road again.Try this and good
J. • •
G. A. Thomas is getting along nice- necessary to make suitable costumes
luck to you.
My Dear H. G.
for work, school and social occasly.
---:
.
I have studied your handwriting
A. G. Kann, general supt. of ions through taking part in the '
Latane;
Miss
1948 National 4-H Dress Revue.
very clOse. I gave it a closer inI am a man 31 years old, single, equipment was in Fulton Tuesday
spection than I usely do. I am very
--- Participation. in that program afI- am a man 31 years old, single, and visited-the 'Roundhouse.
much Mtereated in you. You are a
Retired engineer and Mrs. Fred fords the 4-H girl the opportunity
good job and would like to
very odd .person. You are a Dr. have a good time and would like to Farmer hav-e
have a
moved to H-anford, to model her "best'. dress -in her
Jykl ,and Mr. Hyde person. You
married. What do you suggest Calif., to
live. Division Boiler local aounty revue. If she wins a
yourself would like to co right, but get
Foreman L. A. Hussey was in Ful- a medal of honor, she may enter the
doing?
there's this other you that is always 1 my
State Dress Revue. the winner of
J.B.
ton Wednesday working.
taking you off int° trouble. I sug- I
•
• •
L. W. Carter, engine inspector which will receive an educational
gest you go to a church of your
out of Chicago, was in Fulton work- trip to-the National 4-H Club ConB.
choice. It doesn't make any differ- My Dear J.
gress in Chicago next November,
ing Wednesday.
and
again
writing
your
suggcst
I
ents which church as all the roads
B. Jones, Jr., is on provided by Simplicity Pattern Co.
Machinist
leads to the same place if you live a put your right initials down and his vacation C.
and is vacating in Jack- Each State winner taking part in
gOod Christian life.. Have a talk also tell the truth. There is some- son,
Tenn., with wife and daughter the Natonal 4-H Dress Revue Prewith the pastor. Pour out your tro- thing you should -know.
sentatio nat the Congress will revisiting relatives.
ubles to him and ask MITI tO help
Due to the parade and also our ceive a $25 U. S. Savings Bond and
Latane,
Miss
you. Be sure and tell him about_
dance Friday night I have been to an appropriate ribbon.
what happened to you when you
I am a woman 45 years old, and busy to
Last year's State veinner in Kenlook around and see wha
were younger, after you have told the man I'm going with wants me
has gone where so will promise to tucky was Mary Jo Ridley of Beavto invest my money in a project do better next
Dam.
er
week. If you know
which he has some money invested any
news give .me a ring.
me doing?
advise
you
do
What
in.
KENTUCKY
S.J.S.
HATCHERY
•••
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
011••• rina OF LIM 'In.
rteh tot.*
•••••1rd
''Are Sin,- Disease, and Death
My Dear S.J.S.
months
is the subject of the Lesson5
in
Real?"
113.•••••10.1 ,•••
do,
Don't do it. If you
oR saw..A.A. AY
ay
from now you will not be seeing Sermon whch will be read in all
bmodo.
ffs,
CHICKS
••1•••
hem th• BUN ORM
him or your money. Take my advice Christian Science churches throughIV.
(*re
T
01.•
keep the money you have; you will out the world on Sunday. April 11.
IttlITUCKT HATCHIRK. U/ II a warm rt.
The Golden Text is: "Israel shall
-wed it to_live on. He doesn't care
mything about you, all he is after be saved in the Lord wth an ever.
lasting salvation.' (Isa. 45:17).
Among the citations which comprise the Lesson-Sermon is the folPERFECT
lowing from the Bible: "Say to their.
that are of fearful heart, Be strong.
DIAMOND
fear not: behold, your God will
come wth vengeance, even God with
RINGS
a recompence: he will come and
save you." (Ist. 35:4).
I-Doubly guaranteed in
All are welcome to our services.
writing to be perfect:

'Hearts and Flowers

PATRICA LATANE

/

Roundhouse
Round-tp

ECIC@HEA2eFor Fine Liquors
426 Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 93

IMO

STRAIGHT HEELS
ESSENTIAL TO
GOOD GROOMING

The first thing you notice about
the other fellow's shoes are rundown heels—you may be sure yoors are noticed, too!
Let WRIGHT BR9S. keep your heels straight and
:mart for good grooming and greater walking comfort.

WRIGHT BROS. SHOE REPAIR SERVICE
210 Commercial Ave.

Fulton

1

CLUB ANNOUNCEMENT
The Palestine Homemakers Club
will meet at the Community Center
April 16th at 1:30 p. m.
The leaders will present a lesson on foods.
Hostesses for the afteriroon will
be Mrs. Elbert Johns and Mrs. Eugene Hoodenpyle.

Mr. and Mrs. Houston Collis.
Troy, Tenn., announce the birth of
five pound 10 ounce girl on AprIl
6 at the Fulton Hospital.
is a dollar. Stop falling for that
line he is handing you. You will
marry in 1950 a old school day
sweetheart, but keep .the money
thgt was left yew by your former
husband. You will need it. I would
advise you to stop keeping company
with this rnan.

Wll
e ki cls
must th
of Telephone Dollop.?

,.,:?Yif!:6V

2-Individually reetatered
in the owner's name;
3-Fully insured against
loss by fire or theft:
4-One uniform national
price on sea/ed-on tag.
-veer*
S. them doL raw
AUTHORIZED

JOHN DEERE MOD:Mar
GENERAL PURPOSE TRACIOR
MITII COMPLETE

INK-TATO!"
EQUIPMENT

41yariy.)
,
X.
"
JEWELER'S

AND

IOUCH-0-MATIC

WARREN'S
JEWELRY STORE

Whether your firm islarge or small, you need
the ad•antages the over
John Deere Model
Tractor offers you. Stop.
at OM'StOre the next lira!
you're in town and let vs
tell you all about id

HYDRAULIC CONTROL

WILLIAMS HARDWARE 0/
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 169

n4 Lake St.
Your .Loyalty Dealer in Fulton:

Your Car Needs a "Spring Clemung"
Springtime is here . . . . and so is the time to give
your auto a good, thorough spring CHECKUP!
Eliminate those "bugs" that showed up this past
winter . . . . get all set for tip-top performancu
this summer on your outings!

One kind to keep your serv:ce

We here at HUDDLESTON MOTOR tOMPANY have the equipment and the experience to
service ALL MAKES of cars and trucks.

GOING
These arc the dollars that are used
to ran the business — to meet the
day-to-day expenses of supplying
telephone service. You pay them
with your telephone bill and the
nickels you deposit in pay telephones. These
dollars pay wages to telephone workers and all
other expenses of funiishing you service. In addialso
ttion, these dollars you pay for service must
, provide a reasonable return tothe people whohave
invested their money in the telephone busineso.,
7

DRIVE IN ANYTIME. or call "42"'aigl, we
will pickup your car at your home or office.

One kind to keep your service
'1
1/1

GROWING

These are the dollars that are toed
to build the business. They pay for
new buildings, switchboards, wires,
cables, poles, and other equipment.
These dollars do nOt come from the
'a
a
bills you pay for telephone service because
reg4ated utility such as the Telephone Company
put
is not permitted to earn'enough money to
.
if earnings
back into the business. Facilities for
s.
Improvement and expansion must be financed
a rea, with dollars from investors, attracted by
return
fair
a
and
safety
of
expectation
sonable

Grease It!
Spring is the time to change
lo heavier weight greases,
and to give all parts a good
grease job. It pays.

Paint It!

Tune-Up!

DON'T let scratches or
banged-up parts get rusty
. let us straighten 'em
and paint 'em. We'll repaint the whole car if you
wish!

Bad spark plugs waste gas-.
replace 'ern. Tune up your
motor for top performance
in the good months ahead.
We have the finest tune-rap.
equipment on. the market.

We Service All Makes Of Cars & Trucks

oR their investmenL
.4
In order to keep your telephone service
!GOING and GROWING,there must be enough
adequate
Of both kinds of dollar% This requires
telephone rates--rates sufficient to pay the cost of
furnishing you telephone service with enough left
investors who
' over to yield a reasonable return to
the service possible.,
itUpply the dollarathat make

Authorized

Sales and Service

HUDDLESTON MOTOR CO.

i
TELEGRAPH COMPANY
BELL TELEPHONE AND
isearptiratasl

Check It!
Bi oken glass? New lights?
A new part or two? Tighten
loose parts? Our mechanics
ran do it all for you Now!

PHONE 42

"Your Ford Dealer's

MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

•
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topped all other animals in rate -of five per cent.
and Mrs. Robert Thompson and E.A.
!population increases, showing a
It will be interesting to compare
Thompson.
;gain of 75 per cent, from 9,152 in ,1946 and f947 figures, for the last
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Airs. John Thompson underwent,
1 1943 to 16,000 in 1946. The moose I year has witnessed a tremendous
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hampton an operation in the Fulton HospiBrown arid daughter, Nancy Carel 4a1 last Saturday and is doing nice-,i
ran seeorid in gain, 14,803 to 23,- increase in the number of hunter3
of near Harmony attended church
300: and elk increased 24 per cent, I after big game. The legal kill in
Harrison is a patient in
, Lela
here Sunday.
from 233,714 to 288,800 in 1946. The : 1946 was 923,600 animals. We'll wagMrs. Ida Thompson is visiting Jones Clinic.
2S-YE4PS,SAil
PAST
oovrtlE
wild boar declined 30 per cent, the ! er the kill was over the million
with her son, Lewis Thompson and
151WEENNEJUand 50077/4,244
NAVE MOPE THAN TAIPLEP THE
Mrs. Thompson.
LINE
buffalo 17 per cent and the Antelope ; mark in.1947.
STP-TE
WEST
HAS
712ANS/r
PROPPED
TIME Al
Mr. and. Mrs. Hillman Collier and
FRom 30 r0/7 PAYS
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Caldwell spent
The optning night was well atKentucky
Sunday afternoon at
tended Saturday night at the West'
Lake.
State Lilie Mission. Rev. Earl Baird
Robert ;Pewitt left last work foe of Cayce preached two mighty fine
PewPaul
brother,
his
with
visit
a
sermons.
itt. in Longview, Texas.
Mrs. Dailey Wilson of Aiayfield
Mrs. Leslie Nugent_ visited Mrs. spent the week-end with -her-sisterRupert Browder and Mrs. Toba Mrs. Julius Fulcher and family.
, Wright Sunday afternoon.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Olive haze re- Sam Anderson on the birth of their
iewith
visit
a
from
home
turned
daughter Sunday afternoon at the
latiees in Detroit, Mich.
Haws Hospital.
The W.S.C.S. met with Mrs. A.M.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grisiom
Arro
.
--JC
Browder and Mrs. Roy Bard MO- spent Sunday in Mayfield with Mr.
clay afternoon with 14 members and and Mrs. Charles Weatherford and
e
'
/ter/6(4040
... as you travel by
one visitor, Mrs. C. B. Caldvvell. Mr. and Mrs. Billie Weatherford
prrsent. Delicious refreshments of and little son, Charles William.
Dixieland—and
in
travel
1(
1
Spring is a grand time to
strawberry cream and angel food
Mr. and Mrs. Marshal Daughty
•MZE OiRECT RAGE ROI/TEs
Greyhound is THE way to go. Through your wide Super
cake were served. Mrs. M. B. Brown Mayfield spent a while Saturday
US
CONNECT
Coach windows you see all the fresh beauty of the
the
attend
to
will be the delegate
COUM,EASTAA'12 NES7W721CA
evening with _their daughter and
countryside. Greyhound's low fares are as welcome as
Distriet; meeting at the M.E. church
spring itself. You enjoy the courtesy and dependability of
family, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Et,toWn next week.
Greyhound service, too. So, on your next trip—nea:by or
ans and little son*Richard Davis.
Mr. and Mrs..Roy Bard and Mrs,
far—relax in Super Coach
Mr. -and Mrs. Charles Hkks" of
VASTNEWg.CCAZGaliffEIVEt
A. M. Browder spent Sunday after- Clinton sper4 the week end with
comfort ; enjoy travel at its
Z/NEIX eR1/6 ,
1114l 4112i)213.
noon with Rev. L. B. Counsil
very best ...by Greyhound.
Greyhound Leads in
Air. and Mrs. Claude
parents,
her
ANIERAAVI4TilE
ROUTES
TO
mothRidgely, Tenn. Mrs. Counsirs
Taylor and Joy:
FRAM. ECONOMY
also
They
ago.
died several days
stopped to visit Mr. and Airs. Boyd
•63.2% OfALL ME 6412G0
PILOT OAK
Browder in Union City.
Miami, Fla. 16.35 29.45
Union Bus Station
RIM 77/ESE 42EAS is nOtY
5Irs. Mary Collins
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hoodenpvle
NEN
FACT;
/N
&PRIED
facksim Aliss. 6.00 10.30
Sunday
spent,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cardwell
and daughter, Judy,
AMERICAN-FLAG AfEROLANTSIPS_
9.50 17.10
Detroit
till and Carr Streets
with Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Hardy and boys• from Fulton and Mr. and
2.50 4.50.
memphis
MrS. Sack Olive and children en:and family.
Mesdames Gus Browder, Robert joyed a fisli fry Friday evening at
RSAN
3.60 6.5J
Louis
44
PHONE
3t..
and
T'hompson and daughter, Rita,
the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. G.I
Mrs.
visited
son
Elbert Johns and
Lowry.
M.S. rag serve
Coldrga,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Horn and
Abe Thompson in Paducah last Sun
AM.wit
-—
aecompani
Smiggait
Mrs. Alton Horn from Mayfield vis•'
day. Mrs. John
eti them horr.e for a visit with Mr ited Mrs. Edith Yates Friday.
.
Mrs. Lillie Gordon and children'
visited her lathe', Lee Olive, Sur.- , warm enough to go fishing.
two
building
started
have
They
day. .
new Sunday school rooms at the
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive went to Baptis
church here.
;
Memphis Friday night.
Airs. Totsie Webb, Mrs. Ruth
A stork shower was given Satur.- Weems, Mrs. Tinsey Finley, Mr,
.
day afternoon, at the home of Mrs. Lela Casey. Mr's. Edna Waggone:
Dessie Colethath for Mrs. Nova
and Airs. Mary Collins visited Mrs.
Coletharp. There were 45 viomen
Ira Rains Friday afternoon. Airs.
;•nd babies present. Iced tea, sandFulton, Kentucky
Carr and Third Streets
is on the sick list.
•.v'r•hes and cookies were served,Rains
Mr. and 1Virs. L T. Willams o.'
Many lovely gifts were given Mrs Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs. Shelton
SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
ccn laboring
IVIEMy of us
•
EFFICIENT
church here Sunday.
ion that all -game
under thc im
'7I.rtsh.aF7ank Morris is redecorating attended
C(14
WadlingMrs.
PHONE- 7
States s on -the dein the U
i Mrs. Campbell and
PROMPT and .
her home.
e know, at least, that that
Ann visited Mrs. Mary Collins Fri- din
WALTER VOELPEL
PAUL HORNBEAK
Clareace Pankey o,f Los Animas. day afternoon.
probit
and
impresson,
our
beer'
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
COURTEOUS SERVICE
•
Colo., appreciated the cards and
ably is a correct picture of upland
Mr and Airs. Hubert Wrighl
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
letters you sent him. He thinks he daughters spent the week
wit h game animals and birds. But not so
5111S. J. C. YATES
will be much better when it gets her - parents, Mr. an
rs. Bruce for bg game, f the figures today al.,
:
I.ady As.Jstant
YOUR LOCAL DEALER FOR
Vincent.
comparable to 1946.
rks and his buddy,' A report made public recently by
Mack Lee
Contract Funeral Home
have been hoThe for the I the U. S. Fish and Wildlife ServJr. Br
for
04..011411 illtOIS,
1.10
we, weeks v;siting his mother. ice disclosed a 25 per cent gain in
PlumEing Shop
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
irs. Allene . Starks and friends. big game populatons between 1943
They have finished their schooling and 1946 In 1946 a survey of ani
and are now statioried mals on their winter range showed
MPS nearFlorida
DEEP WEL
a total of 8,240.400 head. an inMemphis.
DLANIONDS
crease of 1,641.978 over 1943.
The Wildlife Servide started big '
ROUTE THREE
D PIPES
game tabulations in 1937, but with.
Miss Martha Williams
the exception of 1943, failed to
Mr. and Airs. Jessie Butler and make the surveys during the war
Susie spent Sunday with Mr. and years. That is the reason* for 1943208 Church St.
Mrs. Herbert Butler.
46 comparison. The 1947 figures will
JEWE R
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lowry, Mr. not be available for several months.
399
Phone
and
Mr.
Forester,
Oria
Mrs
KY.
and
FULTON,
ne .,tatu with the largest bigAirs. Marian Jones and son, Mr. and game population in 1946 was Mien7,,Irs. J. T. Hedge and children, Mrs. igan with 880.600 animals, nearly
Willie Lou Brann, Mrs. Jimmio all. of which were deer. Wisconsin
Clements and Elder and Mrs. E. C. ranked next with :795,600 followed
Lowry visited Mr. and Mrs. Alvin by Pennsylvania with 6:79.000; TexFoster and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Fos- as 631.900: Minnesota. 622,600; Cali•
ter and daughter Sunday.
fornia, 591,300: Colorado, 463,900:
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Williams and Wyoming. 343,600: Maine, 328,300;
Oregon
-hildren spent Saturday night with New York, 301,100; and
Mr. and Airs. Hester Bennett.
299,200.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Clements
nansas was the only state with no
:, nd little daughter visited her big game animals. Delaware had onFulton, Ky.
408 Eddings Street
• lother, Mrs. Willie Lou Brann Sun- ly 135 and Rhode Island, 500—all
,iay.
white-tailed deer.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Wright from
Deer, 'naturally, outnumbered all
1.Vingo spent Sunday with her moth- other big game animals, Counting
Foster.
Mrs. Lizzie
white-tailed. mule and black-tailed
A surprise birthday party was deer, the total was 7.375,200. Deer
given in honor of Charles Yates populations in the U. S. reached the
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
and Martha Warren at' the home of bottom cn 1915, the Wildlife ServKentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, Inc.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cloy ice said, when there were only
Yates Monday night. Games werc three million of these animals in II
Listen To Our Radio Program "Moon River"
played and prizes were given to the country. The present distribuand Wanda Sue Tucker. Refresh- tion of deer is less than a quatter
every Wednesday night at 8:30 over WENK.
Nadine Hainley, Charles Vincent of their ancestral range, but t'ne
raents were served to the following trend generally has been upward
and Edna since the scirveys started in 1937.
;couples: Virgil Yates
Reeves, Richard Lowry and Martha Of the 1946 deer total, the whiteWilliams, Will Ed Moor,e, Virginia tail accounted for 4,965,000 animals.
Naomi
Roberts,
Glen
'Doran,
In addition to the deer, big game
Williams. William D. Yates and animals found in the U. S. in numWanda Yates, Charles Vincent, Dean bers exceeding 100,000 are elk,
Tibbs, Glyn Alderdice and Nadine prong-horned antelope. peccary and
Hainley. Jimmy Starks, Carolyn black bear. Relatively scarce aniWork, Dorothy Morgan, Ina Lou mals with populations from one to
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
Tayldr, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Copelen, 24.000 are the moose. Rocky MounMrs. Claude Fields, and son, Mr. tain bighorn sheep, European wild
ON MARTIN HIGHWAY, 45-E
and Mrs. Cs. M. Henley, Mr. and briar, grizzly bear, buffalo and the
Mrs. Cecil Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Cloy_ woodland caribou.
Yates. Berthal Yates, Harold TayPorky Mountain bighorn sheep
GRINDING AND MIXING OF ALL KINaIDS OF FEEDS
for. Charles Yates, and Martha War:.cn. Many nice gifts were received.
Mrs. Onie Lowry visited Mrs.
Mildred Irvan Wednesday afte3All Kinds Of Feeds and Field Seeds
Veterinary Service
noon. Misses Martha Warren, Edna
Wire Fencing
Fertilizers
Peeves, Virginia Doran and Ina
Taylor spent Monday night with
Day or Night
Phone 651
Aliss Naomi Williams.
Phone 807 R
Mrs. John Thompson underwent
Or Cali 70
an operation Saturday in the Ful-

PALESTINE

MalAfrica SendsIls

CALLING
ALL
OUTDOORSMEN

WATCH •

REPAIRING

Keepsa

I

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

k

e

The Horne of

R. 1'4. KIRKLAND

Good Chili

Whitnel-Hornbeak
Funeral Home.

HICKORY LOG
B A R-B-1)

PHONE 88

10S East Fourth Street

BUTTS MILLING COMPANY

SMALLMAN
TIN SHOP

New Line Automatic Duo-Therm ,Oil Furnace
Gutter and Downspeuts Repaired or
Replaced
Phone 502

Olive Street

Dr. H. W. Connaughton
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway

ECONOMY VALUES IN COMFORT
You can find more comfort and relaxation if you
select your furnituir with care. Here we make it
a policy always to carry those items which add so
much to the livability of your home. You are always sure to find the things you want—at a price
you'll gladly pay.

Roofing of All Kind
-+—

Mrs. Harry Bushart, Mrs. Ward
Bushart, Mrs. Laurence Holland,
Mrs. Hendon Wright. Mrs. Ernest
Falls. Jr., Mrs. Horton Baird and
Mrs. Maxwell McDade spent Wednesday and Thursday in Meiriphis
attending the opera.

Fulton, Ky.

1

Exchange Furniture Co.
20/ CHURCH ST.

PHONE 35

RI

re
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compare
the last
mendous
huntera
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In Our Record epartment

THIS WEEIrS HIT PARADE

62tylt ••• F ULTON, K Y. •••

Aiat‘eyed by Billboard Magazine
1 ow is the Hour
2. I'm looking over a
four-leaf clover
3. Manana
4. Beg your pardon
5. But Beautiful

Ride A
Bicycle
nd

ler
he
AS

or

SCHWINN BIKES _FOR BOYS
This famous name brings you the BEST-on the market . . . balloon tires, headlight and batteries, luggage
rack, sturdy Troxel seat, rear reflector, chain guard,
New Departure brake and an electric horn on the boys
models . . . . with every bike.
Boys
26-inch models
$69.95

Record Racks, Extra Albums, Needles, Metal Storage Cabinets
Hassock-Type Storage Cases (hold. 100 records) LISTEN TO OUR PRO'

GRAM EACII DAY 4

tO 4:30

P. 51. Over

Real riding pleasure! . . . balloon tires, headlight with
batteries, hard-wearing leatherette Troxel seats, stand
rear reflector, chain guard and New Departure brake
. . . . with every bike!
13oys 24-inch models
$59.50
Girls 26-inch models
64.50

WNGO for the latest records.

MODERNIZE
YOUR HOME
CLEANING
SYSTEM
THIS SPRING!

Linoleum! Just Arrived

BELKNAP GIRLS AND BOYS BIKES

N.

10. Ypu were Meant for
the.

Bicycling is more than just fun ... it is
good, invigorating, healthful outdoor exercise for old or young alike! Let us show
you some of our nationally-known models
... try'em ut before you buy and see how
much fun it is.

9.45
0.30
7.10
4.50
6.53

Ballerina
Baby Face
The Dickey Bird Song
Sabre Dance

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYER

For Fun and
exercise!

iffle

3.
7.
B.
9.

9 x 12 Utility Rugs
Colorful designs for the
kitchen; floral designs for
nther rooms of the house!

$7.50 and $12.50
Six-Foot Rolls
IMPORTED FROM HOLLAND! Blue check, brown
clieck and brown basketweave; also other colors
and designs in domestic linoleum. See it today!

VACUUM CLEANERS

APEX OR ROTOAIRE TANK CLEANERS
, These powerful,'convenient machines come complete with the
following 12 attachments: convenient hose and nozzle, 2 extension wands, crevice nozzle, air filter case, air filter, carpet
and rug liozzle, suction floor brush, round dusting brush, upholstery nozzle, gas generator and spray gun.
COMPLETE WITH ATTACHMENTS
$69.95
PREMIER DUPLEX UPRIGHTS ... Regular $54.90
OUR SPECIAL PRICE .
$39.50
ROYAL UPRIGHT TYPE CLEANERS . . Regularly $69.50
OUR SPECIAL PRICE
$45.00

4

1

WarselMaIRS

Speeds you through your ironMg with

•rr
::.

Special heel rest cuts =necessary
lifting, reduces arm strain! Cast
Aluminum sole plate retains heat,
lets you breeze through your ironing faster, with less labor. Your
you're fresh and
,
ironmg's*we
free!

'e

V`i

•
,•14
,
'•
Vf
.
•••• it;t .1
,
te

C:tp

1:.3-1`;`:

fad tamp Radio
A powerful easy-to-tune radio, a t
,LOW-PRICED TABLE MODEL
Ifilode1100. Tops in small set performance
.—you cats Iwo the difference, you can
the difference. Compare it with tete ,
welling for PO 00 more!
In ivory, only $22.95. in
plastic

4,1995

35

995

scientifically-designed no give read. light—both
in one, and backed
mg •
'"Clear ("on'or wain.' rk"cl
by Sonora's reputation forio
tone—famous
for
34 years. Compact,easy to
As A Bell"
attach, no aerial or ground/needed:Come in and see

No guessing — No scorching
you

dial th• tomporaturo you want
FOR ANY FABRIC'

Arvin's temperature dial is clearly
marked for every fabric.Just set the
dial and iron rayons,
woolens, silks, cottons or linens with
Arvin's evenly
maintained heat.

SEE IT

TOD4Y!

SODOra'S Nightingale—the smartestbedtime story ever toll

INNINNIIMINPOINNO•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••00.000.000.000.0000000.10000•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4 344••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Fulton's Army Day

LIONS TO PLAY HOSTS TO
lod:tinent, if virtue and truth build
Ilurnan merit or demerit will find
OPPORTUNITY FOR
YOUNG BASKETBALLERS ON APRIL.;20 a strong defence.-,Mary Eddy,
its proper level. Divinity alone
(Continued front page ow)
CLASSIFIED ADS
I 3IAN to learn prinring: We are g0There is between my will and all solves the problem of humanity,
A banquet for the basketball
_ —
.11., to apprentice a young, single,
ere best essay among the girls, thus
squads from both the Fulton High offences a guard of patience.-- and that in God's own time. "By
,
.
installed.
AUTO
°LAS
Fulton
intelligent
'nen
in
our
shop,
ComEl'
.4triat
lovej'y
and
Shakeepaere.
die,
theit: fruits ye shall know them."
Co , 210 Church Petent instruction; 40-hour week: school "Bulldogs.' and the South
oraciouts 'Queen of the Army 11:13. itoint and
Meekness excludes revenge, ir- -Mark. Eddy.
Fulton
Devils" will be given
earn
• es you
•
learn the nations fifth April "Red
fiestivites of 1948. Having been duly
sensitiveness.
morbid
but
titability,
The fru:: ot the Spirit is love,
'20 at the Fulton High School
Fox SALE: 951 4 Acres, one mile largest industryt This Is a permancroi.vnecl and introduced to the
not self-defense or a quiet and joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness,
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of the Fulton
We think our civilization near its
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etc.
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...orrect them.
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Lial entry-a small locomotive and ciety
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for Crippled Children a total good
.. we are part of the power
caboose manned by a crew of of $786.30 has been collected in the
youngsters-won first prize. The county thus far, it was made known against evil, widening the skirts
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City Motor Company creation wo,i by Clyde Willaims, Sr., Fulton of light and making the struggle
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second prize. decorated with Old County Chairman of the 1948 sale. with darkness narrower.-Eliot.
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plus
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in
flag-raising on its float. A bathing next two weeks."
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PITTSBURGH'S SYSTEM
the parade. Others were to be seen
87 people with Hickman addresAdded Cartoon
on varied floats and some sat on es. 6157.00.
WARM AND GAYWORKS REAL WONDERShorses-though their ridirig form
306 people with Fulton addresswas somewhat unusual, to say the es. $629.11). .
SUN. - AION. - TUE.
"THANK COLOR DYNAMICS",
STEERS YOU CLEAR OF
least.
Mr Williams said:
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a
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up-lift than fresh, new modern col.
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Ago Cartoon and Neivs
money-saving.
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i sort for pigs-and the first resort
FULTON
,
AND GLASS COMPANY

RE-NU
SNOE SWOP

•

FULTON

RE-NU SHOE SHOP

Gentleman's
Agreement

117.71

.MOV1ES ARE
DUcATONAL!
,Bringing Eye Witntss Views of History.'
.,Making Events Such as:,
•'",:the.Royal ,Wedding

PAINT

Telephone 909

Olt LAUNDRY
TELEPHONE 130

ORPHEUM

New Low Price! Hotpoint Water Heaters
$132.75

FULTON, KY.

Come in today! Take advantage of
big price reductions on America's
leading water heaters.

TONIGHT and TOMORROW
JOHNNY MACK BROWN'
RAYMOND HATTON
in
CODE

OF

YOU'LL BE AMAZED ai the difference
in price—at the many startling advana.
tnents in the new Hotpoint Water Heater,

SADDLE

Added-Comedy and Serial

You get the "Magic Circle" heat of
Pressurized Catiod* Units—plus a newtype automatic- control that minimizes

SUN. - MON.
AL'IN LADD
BRIArN DONLEVY
in.

No Shrinkage

waste, and extra-thick Fiberglas* insulation that enables tank to keep water
hOt tor three days without re-heating.
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MAST

_Also Comedy
TUE. - WED. - THUR.
----Double Feature
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No Losses
ELECTRIC
WATER HEATERS
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BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 MAIN STREET
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